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IMPORTANT
NOTE TO TEACHERS

Please ensure that all members of staff involved in the delivery of 1decision are fully up to date with safeguarding/
child protection policies and procedures. For more details on how to use the portal, visit the ‘How it Works’ tab. 
Within this tab, you will find useful information on how to introduce 1decision to your students for the first time, 
examples of classroom groundrules, and much more. 

Before using our resources in the classroom, we would advise all teachers to view the videos first to check the suitability 
for your students. 

Our video series explores possible outcomes for the characters’ choices by providing children with alternative endings from 
which to choose. In reality these choices would not always produce the same result. It is important to be clear with students that 
the many decisions we make throughout our lives do not always have right or wrong answers but that they do require careful 
consideration. It is essential that this is explored to give children a better understanding of each topic.

• It is important to inform students that the 1decision films have been created by actors to educate children on situations 
that ‘could’ happen

• It is important to point out to the students that the videos do not explore all possibilities
• The videos have not been created to scare or worry children and it is important to check that your students have not already 

been affected by some of the topics
• Whilst watching the videos, please remember to refer to the on-screen lesson guides to explore the discussion points with 

your students 
• After each video, please discuss with your students other possible outcomes for each scenario

If you have any questions about our resources please contact: 

schools@1decision.co.uk
01438 750330
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Introduction

Contents

1decision Learning Journey

If you are delivering a 1decision lesson for the first time, 
we would recommend visiting the ‘How it Works’ tab      
within the online portal. 

Our ‘How it Works’ page provides teaching staff with links 
to the PSHE Programme of Study, and information and 
guidance on how to deliver a 1decision lesson effectively. 

Here you will find guidance on creating a safe learning 
environment, our Teacher’s Introduction presentation, 
and many other useful PDFs.  

Our Computer Safety module helps children to understand the golden rules for staying safe online, how their 
online activity can affect others, and how to identify other positive and negative aspects of using technology. 

Students will explore the potential outcomes for online bullying, sharing images, and making friends online with 
people who they do not know. They will also be introduced to a supporting network of helpful organisations. 

This module includes a documentary about staying safe online. 

Topics do not have to be delivered in the recommended order. 
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Topics within this module

Online Bullying
Online Bullying looks at being kind and thoughtful online and in real life 
and allows students to explore what they can do if they feel bullied online.

Computer Safety Documentary
The Computer Safety Documentary recaps all of the learning points from the 
topics and allows students to identify more ways to keep themselves safe online.

Suggested for Year 1/2

Suggested for Year 2/3

•    Assessment Guide - Baseline
• Topic - Online Bullying
• Topic - Image Sharing
• Topic -Making Friends Online
• Topic - Computer Safety Documentary
• Assessment Guide - Summative

Module - Computer Safety

Suggested order 
of delivery

Please see below for the suggested order of delivery. The order of these topics can be changed to suit your 
educational establishment and the needs of your students. 

Image Sharing
Image Sharing looks at the types of images we shouldn’t share online and 
how quickly an image can be shared.

Suggested for Year 1/2

Making Friends Online
Making Friends Online looks at the steps we should take to keep ourselves 
safe and the dangers of meeting someone from the internet in real life. 

Suggested for Year 2/3
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Assessment Guide - Baseline
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen assessment guide

Starting point for this module.1 Introduction to the module. 2

Share the on-screen information with 
your students. 3 Use the prompts on screen to find out 

what devices your students currently 
use.

4

Use the prompts on screen to find 
out what games, sites, or apps your 
students access.

5 Use the prompts on screen to allow 
your students to share any pleasant or 
unpleasant experiences they have had 
with these games or devices.

6
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Assessment Guide - Baseline
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen assessment guide

END OF BASELINE ASSESSMENT

Use the prompts on screen to find 
out if your students have any online 
friends.

7 Ask your students to complete the 
baseline activity, on a learning journal 
page. You will return to this at the end 
of the module.

8

Tell your students that we’re now going 
to look at some of the reasons we should 
stay safe online. 

9 Close the assessment guide and 
work through the rest of the topics. 
Remember to return to the assessment 
guide when you have completed all of 
the topics. 

10
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Topic - Online Bullying
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Starting slide for the lesson.1 Learning outcomes and expectations 
for this topic.2

Ask your students to name some 
positives and negatives of being 
online. Make a note of their answers. 

3 Deedee is sad because she has received 
some unkind messages through her 
computer. Can your students describe 
how Deedee is feeling? 

4

Use the prompt on screen to find out 
what your students think Deedee 
should do.

5 Ask your students to decide if the 
following actions could help Deedee’s 
situation.

6
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Topic - Online Bullying
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Will this action help Deedee’s situation?7 Will this action help Deedee’s situation?8

Will this action help Deedee’s situation? 9 Will this action help Deedee’s situation? 10

Can your students think of other ways 
to help Deedee feel better?11 Introduction to the Online Bullying 

video.12
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Topic - Online Bullying
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Minimize the lesson guide and play 
the Online Bullying video.13 Use the prompts on screen to discuss 

what has happened in the video.14

Return to the video and allow your 
students to make their decision.15 Use the prompts on screen to discuss 

what has happened in the A ending.16

Use the prompts on screen to discuss 
what has happened in the B ending.17 Did your students make the best 

choice for all the characters? 18
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https://www.childline.org.uk/get-support/1-2-1-counsellor-chat/

Topic - Online Bullying
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Use the prompts on screen to start a 
discussion about being unkind.19 Use the prompt on screen to continue 

a discussion with your students. 20

Introduce your students to the activity 
and ask them to decide if the following 
comments are kind or unkind. 

21 Is this comment kind or unkind?22

Is this comment kind or unkind? 23 Is this comment kind or unkind?24
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Topic - Online Bullying
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Is this comment kind or unkind?25 Ask your students to complete the 
activity.26

Ask your students to complete the 
sentence stems.27 End of topic. You may want to complete 

our extension activities.  28

If you would like to explore this topic 
further, follow the on-screen prompts 
to complete this extension activity. 

29 The extension activities are now 
complete and you have come to the end 
of the Online Bullying topic. Remember 
to revisit the assessment guide when you 
have completed all of the topics within 
the module. 

30
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Topic - Image Sharing
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Starting slide for the lesson.1 Learning outcomes and expectations 
for this topic.2

Ask your students to make a list of the 
different types of information we can 
share online.

3 Introduce your students to the activity 
and ask them to help Deedee make the 
right choices.

4

Should Deedee share her home address 
online? 5 Should Deedee share her online 

password to her favourite game with 
her parent or carer?

6
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Topic - Image Sharing
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Should Deedee share the name of her 
school online?7 Should Deedee share the name of her 

school online?8

Should Deedee share the name of her 
school online?9 Should Deedee share the name of her 

school online?10

Did your students choose the correct 
answers to help Deedee? Can they 
think of any other things Deedee 
shouldn’t do online? 

11 Introduction to the Image Sharing 
video.12
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Topic - Image Sharing
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Minimize the lesson guide and play 
the Image Sharing video.13 Use the prompts on screen to discuss 

what has happened in the video.14

Return to the video and allow your 
students to make their decision.15 Use the prompts on screen to discuss 

what has happened in the A ending.16

Use the prompts on screen to discuss 
what has happened in the B ending.17 Did your students make the best 

choice for all the characters?18
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Topic - Image Sharing
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Share the on-screen information with 
your students. 19 Use the prompts on screen to start 

a discussion with your students.20

Ask your students to decide whether 
it is safe to share the following images 
online.

21 Can this image be shared online? 
Who with? 22

Can this image be shared online? 
Who with? 23 Can this image be shared online? 

Who with?  24
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Topic - Image Sharing
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Can this image be shared online? 
Who with? 25 Can this image be shared online? 

Who with?  26

Can this image be shared online? 
Who with? 27 Ask your students to complete the 

activity.28

Ask your students to return to the 
baseline activity. Would they like to 
add or change anything?

29 Ask your students to complete the 
sentence stems.30
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Topic - Image Sharing
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

END OF TOPIC

Share Deedee’s message with your 
students.31 End of topic. You may want to complete 

the extension activities. 32

If you would like to explore this topic 
further, follow the on-screen prompts 
to complete this extension activity.

33 The extension activities are now 
complete and you have come to 
the end of the Image Sharing topic. 
Remember to revisit the assessment 
guide when you have completed all of 
the topics within the module.

34
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Topic - Making Friends Online
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Starting slide for the lesson.1 Learning outcomes and expectations 
for this topic.2

Share the on-screen information with 
your students and ask them to make 
a list of actions Deedee could take to 
keep safe. 

3 Use the prompt on screen to find 
out if your students talk to friends 
through a game or chatroom.

4

Use the prompt on screen to find 
out what games or chatrooms your 
students use to talk to their friends. 

5 Use the prompts on screen to find 
out if any of your students have had 
pleasant or unpleasant experiences 
when talking to someone online.  

6
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Topic - Making Friends Online
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Introduction to the Making Friends 
Online video.7 Minimize the lesson guide and play 

the Making Friends Online video.8

Use the prompts on screen to discuss 
what has happened in the video. 9 Return to the video and allow your 

students to make their decision.10

Use the prompts on screen to discuss 
what has happened in the A ending.11 Use the prompts on screen to discuss 

what has happened in the B ending.12
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Topic - Making Friends Online
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Did your students make the best 
choice for all the characters?13 Share the on-screen information with 

your students.  14

Use the prompts on screen to find out 
what your students think might have 
happened next in the risky ending.

15 Ask your students to look at the 
following messages and decide if they 
should reply, report, or send a careful 
response.

16

Should they respond? Why?17 Should they respond? Why?18
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Topic - Making Friends Online
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Should they respond? Why?19 Should they respond? Why?20

Ask your students to complete the 
activity.21 Use the prompts on-screen to continue 

a discussion.22

Share Deedee’s ideas with your 
students. 23 Ask your students to return to the 

baseline activity. Would they like to 
add or change anything?

24
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Topic - Making Friends Online
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Ask your students what they have 
learnt from the ‘Should I respond?’ 
activity.  

25 Ask your students to complete the 
sentence stems. 26

End of topic. You may want to complete 
our extension activities. 27 If you would like to explore this topic 

further, follow the on-screen prompts 
to complete this extension activity.

28

The extension activities are now 
complete and you have come to 
the end of the Making Friends 
Online topic. Remember to revisit the 
assessment guide when you have 
completed all of the topics within the 
module.

29
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Topic - Computer Safety Documentary
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Starting slide for the lesson.1 Can your students remember what 
they have learnt so far?2

Introduction to the Computer Safety 
documentary.3 Minimize the lesson guide and play 

the Computer Safety Documentary 
video. 

4

Can your students remember Deedee’s 
Golden Rules? 5 Ask your students to complete the 

sentence. 6
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Topic - Computer Safety Documentary
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Were your students correct?7 Ask your students to complete the 
sentence.8

Were your students correct?9 Ask your students to complete the 
sentences.10

Were your students correct?11 Ask your students to complete the 
sentences.12
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Topic - Computer Safety Documentary
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Were your students correct? 13 Ask your students to complete the 
sentence. 14

Were your students correct?15 Ask your students to complete the 
sentences.16

Were your students correct?17 Ask your students to complete the 
activity.18
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Topic - Computer Safety Documentary
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

Can your students think of any more 
rules that can help keep them or others 
safe online?

19 Share the on-screen information about 
Deedee’s Computer Safety Declaration 
with your students.

20

Share the on-screen information about 
Deedee’s Computer Safety Declaration 
with your students. 

21 Ask your students to sign the 
Computer Safety Declaration.22

Ask your students to complete the 
sentence stems.23 Share Deedee’s message with your 

students.24
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Topic - Computer Safety Documentary
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

END OF TOPIC

End of topic. You may want to explore 
our extension activities. 25 If you would like to explore this topic 

further, follow the on-screen prompts 
to complete this extension activity. 

26

The extension activities are now 
complete and you have come to 
the end of the Computer Safety 
Documentary topic. Remember to 
revisit the assessment guide when 
you have completed all of the topics 
within the module.

27
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Assessment Guide - Summative
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen assessment guide

Starting slide for the summative 
assessment.11 Now that you have completed the rest 

of the module, return to the assessment 
guide to complete the final activities.

12

Ask your students to return to the 
baseline activity. Would they like to 
add or change anything?

13 Share the information about Deedee’s 
app with your students. 14

What advice could your students give 
to Deedee to make sure the app is as 
safe as possible?

15 Ask your students to use the prompts 
on screen to create their own app for 
children.  

16
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Useful Links and Resources
Below you will find some useful links and resources that can be used to support our 

Computer Safety module. 

END OF MODULE

• www.thinkuknow.co.uk/5_7/hectorsworld

• www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/topics/stay-safe

• wisekids.org.uk/wk/

• www.childnet.com

• https://www.childline.org.uk/get-support/1-2-1-counsellor-chat/

Useful links and additional resources:

Assessment Guide - Summative
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen assessment guide

End of module. If you would like to 
download a certificate for the class or 
individual students, please visit the 
portal. 

18Share the on-screen information about 
Childline with your students.17
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Student Self-Assessment

With the current Ofsted inspection framework under review, we wanted to respond effectively to support 
schools. 

The new proposed framework looks at focusing more closely on personal development for each student, within 
their educational setting. Therefore, we have now included Student Self-Assessments (I can statements) to every 
module. 

Students can now assess their own understanding of Personal, Social, Health, and Economic (PSHE) education. 
These statements also offer teachers opportunities to review. 

Keeping/Staying Safe
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can recognise possible dangers in different environments.

2. I can follow rules to help keep me safe.

3. I can identify people who work in my community who help keep me
safe.

4. I can identify how to use the 999 services appropriately.

5. I can recognise an emergency situation.

6. I can identify some warning signs and know what they mean.

7. I can use what I’ve learned to know how to cross the road safely.

8. I know the difference between safe and risky choices.

9. I know how and who to ask for help.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Keeping/Staying Safe module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Keeping/Staying Healthy
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can brush my teeth every day to keep my mouth healthy.

2. I know why it is important to brush my teeth twice a day.

3. I know when and how to wash my hands to help keep me healthy.

4. I can explain why I should keep clean and how to reduce germs and
bacteria spreading.

5. I can recognise that it is important to keep clean.

6. I know that I can be responsible for keeping myself healthy.

7. I can list different types of healthy food.

8. I know who we can accept medicine from.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Keeping/Staying Healthy module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Relationships
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can talk about people who are special to me and why they are special.

2. I can explain different types of relationships that I have with people.

3. I can explain the term “relationship” and understand what it means.

4. I can explain a healthy relationship.

5. I can explain an unhealthy relationship.

6. I understand the difference between appropriate and in-appropriate touch.

7. I understand how to be a good friend.

8. I can care about others’ feelings as well as my own.

9. I can recognise bullying behaviours and know who to speak to when I
need help.

10. I can identify trusted adults who will help me if I am worried about
a relationship.

11. I can listen and respect another person’s point of view.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Relationships module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Being Responsible
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can talk about how important it is to set goals to help me improve.

2. I know how I can help people around me.

3. I can explain how to be responsible.

4. I can talk about my daily responsibilities and I make sure they are done
properly.

5. I understand there are some things that I can improve at.

6. I understand I can get better at an activity or sport by practising.

7. I know who I can ask for help when I need it.

8. I know how to prevent accidents.

9. I can take responsibility for my actions and know that I am responsible
for what I do and what I say.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Being Responsible module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Feelings and Emotions
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can name and explain some of the emotions I feel.

2. I can list ways to manage my emotions.

3. I can describe the way my emotions make me feel physically. I know
when I feel bad and I know when I feel good and how it makes my body
feel.

4. I can communicate my feelings with words to help others understand
how I feel.

5. I can understand how my feelings might affect other’s and how they can
affect me.

6. I can explain the feeling of jealousy.

7. I can explain the feeling of worry.

8. I can explain the feeling of grief.

9. I can explain the feeling of anger.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Feelings and Emotions module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Computer Safety
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can talk about the potential dangers that can happen if I speak to
strangers online.

2. I understand the golden rules to keep myself safe online and can speak
about them to others.

3. I understand how and what I do online can affect others.

4. I can identify positive and negative things about using technology.

5. I know who I can speak to if I am worried about my safety on the
computer.

6. I understand the risks of sharing images without permission.

7. I can recognise kind and unkind comments online and understand that
I do not need to respond.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Computer Safety module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Our World
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can explain how our needs change as we grow.

2. I can talk about my unique family.

3. I understand why it is important to after living things.

4. I can explain how to look after living things.

5. I can identify ways to look after the planet.

6. I can explain the meaning of ‘reduce, reuse, and recycle’.

7. I can explain why we need money.

8. I can understand different ways I can receive money.

9. I understand there are different ways we can pay for things.

10. I understand why it is important to save money.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Our World module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Hazard Watch
My Learning Journey (5-8)

Name: ...............................................................................      Class: ...............................................................................

Statement

1. I can explain the word UNSAFE.

2. I can explain the word UNHEALTHY.

3. I can spot possible dangers around me in different environments.

4. I can spot dangers that can affect others, for example younger siblings or
my friends.

5. I know which items are dangerous and I can ask an adult to help me if I
need to use them.

6. I know to ask a trusted adult before I touch or eat something that might
be unsafe.

7. I know that if I spot something that might be dangerous, I am confident
that I can report it to a trusted adult.

Read each of the statements, then use the key below to help you tick the appropriate box.

= I do not understand this yet. 

= I think I understand but could not explain it to someone else.

= I understand this and could explain it to someone else. 

Well done for completing the Hazard Watch module!

T

Note to teacher: please use the ‘T’ section of the table to confirm whether you agree 
or disagree with the self-assessment. You can also find additional information on 

how each statement connects with the topics, within the portal.

Visit each individual module in the portal to download 
our new Student Self-Assessment worksheets.


